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What is an aerosol?



An aerosol is stuff suspended in a gas

Filter pores

soot

flyash

pollen



Aerosols scatter and absorb light



Aerosol sources are varied



Aerosol sources are varied

vapors
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How warm should the earth be?How warm should the earth be?

Solar
Radiation, S

Sα

S(1-α)
R

For λ
 

< 4 μm Assume:
Earth is “black body”
TEarth = TS

Te = 255 K T = 288 K



Why is the earth 33 K warmer than Why is the earth 33 K warmer than 
expected?expected?



Why is the earth 33 K warmer than Why is the earth 33 K warmer than 
expected?expected?

Gases that absorb 
at longer 
wavelengths 
include:

CO2

CH4

O3

N2 O

H2 O

SUN EARTH



The greenhouse effect

λ<4μm

λ>4μm
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How do we know about Global 
Warming / Cooling in the past?

Historical 
records



Biological record
- tree rings
- fossil pollen analysis

http://www.noaanews.noaa.gov/stories/images/treeringsections.jpg



Ice coresIce cores Air bubbles
18O/16O



Much of the long term cyclingMuch of the long term cycling

Due to the level of sunlight reaching the earth

→ slight changes in the earth’s orbit, tilt, etc



But CO2 may amplify the effectBut CO2 may amplify the effect

→ Positive feedback loop
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The timescales for adding and removing The timescales for adding and removing 
COCO22 are differentare different

How does our activity perturb natural cycles?



What is the global warming What is the global warming 
problem?problem?



winter

summer

Pre industrial Exponential increase

We are changing the composition of the atmosphere



Methane is also increasing

Pre industrial Exponential increase



Global temperatures have increased ~0.6 C



To understand what will happen next 
requires Global Climate Models

Figure 1.2



To understand what will happen next 
requires Global Climate Models



Can we match what has happened?



Effect is not 
evenly distributed

What do we predict 
will happen?



The results varyThe results vary……..
ΔT =

1 – 4.5 K



Why the big uncertainties?Why the big uncertainties?
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Aerosols modify the energy balance

C.E. Kolb, Nature, 2002



Aerosol direct effectAerosol direct effect



Aerosol indirect effectAerosol indirect effect

How do aerosol properties effect cloud properties?



Aerosol indirect effectAerosol indirect effect

• Low particle number concentration

• Fewer, larger droplets formed

• Much of the Sun’s visible radiation passes 
through the cloud to the Earth’s surface

• Lower cloud albedo

• High particle number concentration

• More, smaller cloud droplets formed

• More visible radiation reflected back to space

• Higher cloud albedo, longer life

• Cools Earth’s surface



Aerosol effectsAerosol effects



Human activity affects clouds

Ship tracks and contrails



Pollution plumes

This false-color image over Australia, produced using NOAA AVHRR data, shows where pollution from 
human industry reduced clouds' particle sizes. Blue areas are cloudless, while purplish-red areas are 
covered by thick clouds comprised of large droplets. The yellowish-green and orange streaks are 
clouds comprised of small droplets. These latter clouds are more polluted than the purplish-red clouds 
and literally pointing to their sources of pollution. 



Global Dimming: surface cooling 
due to pollutant aerosol

Has global dimming masked global warming?

Will pollution control of particulates enhance 
global warming?
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What notWhat not……
United States Patent 5,003,186, March 26, 1991, Chang , et al. See patent 

Stratospheric Welsbach seeding for reduction of global warming 

Abstract
A method is described for reducing atmospheric or global warming 

resulting from the presence of heat-trapping gases in the atmosphere, 
i.e., from the greenhouse effect.

Such gases are relatively transparent to sunshine, but absorb strongly the long- 
wavelength infrared radiation released by the earth. The method incudes the 

step of seeding the layer of heat-trapping gases in the atmosphere with 
particles of materials characterized by wavelength-dependent emissivity. Such 
materials include Welsbach materials and the oxides of metals which have high 

emissivity (and thus low reflectivities) in the visible and 8-12 micron infrared 
wavelength regions.

http://164.195.100.11/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=/netahtml/srchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=5,003,186.WKU.&OS=PN/5,003,186&RS=PN/5,003,186


What notWhat not……

Seed the ocean with iron



Carbon sequestrationCarbon sequestration……????



What may work

• Control population growth
• Help industrializing nations
• Reducing our carbon footprint

Acknowledge the problem
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